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This timely entry into the award-winning DKfindout! series, explores the past, present, and future
of our climate.In 2019 kids around the world went on strike for the future of our planet, and for
their own futures. This amazing book on climate change for kids covers what we can do every
day as potential activists to help prevent further damaging changes to the climate.The subject
matter of this book has become a very hot topic! Find out why climate change is such a big deal.
It contains a wealth of facts about the world, figures, predictions and graphical data to help you
understand exactly what it all means. It is a great addition to any bookshelf, and a valuable and
contemporary resource for all ages.Climate change is now one of the biggest issues we face as
a society, and the British and Irish governments have become the first in the world to declare a
climate emergency. This book lays out the science behind this natural process that has been
exponentially sped up by humans. It explains the different ways in which we have caused the
Earth to heat up, from traffic pollution to animal farming, and the vast, widespread effects we are
causing.It covers key developments such as the Industrial Revolution, the advent of air travel,
and climate activism, such as the People's Climate March to Greta Thunberg and the Extinction
Rebellion. Come to understand the facts about climate change in these pages and discover
what we can do to improve the human impact on our environment.Find Out How To Save The
World!A small book filled with fun facts and big ideas! Over 64 pages are packed with
information covering all the aspects of climate change including a timeline dating from the 1760s
all the way through to 2050, to living with climate change and what we can do about it.DKfindout!
Climate Change encourages children to think more about the world around them and is a great
aid for any school project on climate change.Inside you will:-Learn about deforestation, the
greenhouse effect and transport-Discover the polar crisis, changing sea levels and sinking
islands-Explore activism, collective change, and small ways to make a differenceDKfindout!
Climate Change is one title in the Dkfindout! series of educational books for kids, and the Silver
award winner in the MadeForMums Awards 2017 children's books series category.Kids around
the world are obsessed with this gorgeous collection, so much so that a range of massive
DKfindout! posters for bedroom walls are sold separately. Add to your collection and nurture
your little one's interest in the world. Other titles include DKfindout! Solar System, Birds, Castles,
Science, Pirates, Coding, Ancient Egypt, Engineering, Reptiles and a whole lot more!

About the AuthorMaryam Sharif-Draper teaches students in Year 5 (Key Stage 2). Prior to this,
she spent five years working in the Education Department at the Royal Geographical Society.
She had a number of roles at the RGS, the most recent being Project Coordinator: Geography
Teacher Training Scholarships. She graduated from the University of Exeter in 2010, with a BSc
degree in Geography. She wrote Find Out Earth for DK in 2017. --This text refers to the



hardcover edition.
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What is climate? Climate is the average weather conditions in one place over a long period of
time. This includes the amount of rainfall, hours of sunshine, and temperature. The Earth,s



climate has varied naturally in the past, but now it is changing more rapidly than ever.Climate
change The Earth is heating up, which means this polar ice is melting.What affects climate?
Different parts of the Earth experience their own very different climates. These are affected by a
variety of factors: Distance from the equator Areas of land that are farther away from the equator
are much colder. The Earth’s curves mean that the sun’s rays are spread out over a much larger
area of land closer to the poles. Equator An imaginary line that runs horizontally around the
middle of the Earth. 4Height above sea level The higher land is above the oceans, the lower its
temperature. At the top of Mount Everest, the temperature never goes above freezing!
Mountains are often snow covered.

The city of Sydney, Australia, experiences seven different microclimates.Summer homes are
often by the sea. Wind can pick up clouds Distance from the sea Oceans heat up and cool down
much more slowly than land. As a result, places near the coast tend to be cooler in the summer
and warmer in the winter. Wind direction Wind blowing from the ocean can bring frequent
rainfall, whereas inland wind can create desert microclimates. from the ocean and bring them
inland. 5!O WW!

Climate through time The Earth’s climate has continually changed through time. Natural events
— such as variations in the Earth’s orbit of the sun, volcanic eruptions, and the impact of
meteorites—have caused these changes. To predict change in the future, we can look at what
has happened to our climate in the past.Break up of Pangea 300 million years ago, Earth’s
continents were joined together as a supercontinent, called Pangea. As Earth’s tectonic plates
began to move, Pangea began to break apart. Plate tectonic movement also caused volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes. Dinosaurs on Earth As Pangea began to separate, the Earth’s
climate changed with it. Temperatures dropped and rainfall increased. As more plants grew,
dinosaurs began to roam the land. Snakes, insects, and flowering plants also began to
appear.Ice ages During an ice age, thick sheets of ice cover large areas of land. The Earth has
had a number of ice ages in the past, sometimes lasting millions of years. Ice changed the
surface of the Earth, eroding land and causing many of the Earth’s lakes to form. Human impact
on climate Unlike climate change in the past, the current rise in global temperature is mostly the
result of human activity. Burning fossil fuels and deforestation are causing a dramatic increase in
greenhouse gas emissions (see pages 8–9). 6 Volcanic eruptions In the past, explosive volcanic
eruptions have changed the Earth’s climate. As smoke and ash were spewed from craters
around the world, changes in the atmosphere caused temperatures to alter.
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DrMomNYC, “Great series!. The DK Findout series has been great for my child (he is 7 now and
started with this series at age 5). He loves them! He reads them over and over again and has a
deeper understanding of the topics as he ages, and asks more and more questions every time
he reads them. Only thing - I wish I knew how much he would love the series because I would
have spent less buying a set then buying several individually!”

Lunar Shine, “A Colourful Informative Book. This little book is a great addition to your bookshelf.
It is full of interesting facts and predictions relating Climate Change on our beautiful planet,
Earth.As you open the book there is a fun quiz; flip the page over and there are the answers to
each question, together with a page number where you will find detailed facts and information to
each question. In addition you will find the Climate Change timeline dating from the1760’s to
2050 - see photos…There are 64+ pages of fascinating information coverall all the aspects of
Climate Change from Climate Through Time through to Living with Climate Change and What
we can Do.A great book full of interesting information and a really good aid for any school project
on Climate Change.Excellent quality at an excellent price”

 Bubs & Puds , “Save the turtles, and the polar bears too!. The subject matter of this book is a
very hot topic at the moment, pardon the pun! In schools they are banging on about this and my
daughter is one of many who is aware of my generation and many before me ruining this world
for future years to come.In this book you can see from early days like the Industrial Revolution
where we burnt copious amounts of coal to smelt and make great things like bridges and the
railway. All of which necessary, but we were totally unaware of the damage it was doing, and yet
it still goes on today in countries all around the world. Fortunately the Montreal Protocol in 1997
raised this issue and countries pledged they would "try" to reduce carbon emissions, then fast
forward to 2015 and the Paris Summit, there is an emergency on planet Earth!This book
(measures 18.8 x 0.7 x 23.9 cm) covers it all in its 64 pages, from melting ice caps, to new global
pioneers like Greta Thunberg, even what will happen if the ice caps melt and how it would affect
our coastlines. It is all nicely put together with photos and illustrations, and there are even
quizzes to keep the youngsters attention span.I fully recommend this book for any parent to get
for their child age range from 7-9 years old, possibly a bit older too, as the message is clear
#savetheturtlesandthepolarbearstoo”

If Only I Could Read Faster, “Good quality book as you'd expect from DK.. This is a great book,
as is usual for DK it is well presented with good photos and simple explanations. My nine year
olds found it a little basic but still enjoyed looking at it and doing the quiz. It's such an important
topic to teach to our children, and although this book is somewhat one-sided it is a great way of
starting learning on climate change.”



Gary White, “Excellent edeucational book. As expected from DK, a very well written and
illustrated book, the timing of which is perfect with all the current groundswell of climate change
concern from the younger generation. My 7 year old son engaged with this quite well and the
langague level was fine (he is quite an advanced reader for his age) but is probably more
relaistically Key Stage 2 (upper primary).As a teacher myself, I have great respect for the quality
of writing and planning that went into this book.”

The book by DK has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 60 people have provided feedback.
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